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Abstract: Wind vitality is one of the quickest developing parts in sustainable power source. 
These vitality assets are uninhibitedly accessible all through the world. It is one of the zero 
emanation vitality sources. The breeze vitality is utilized essentially for two purposes in 
particular water system (water siphoning) and power age. The possibility of wind vitality can 
be investigated by various strategies. Weibull conveyance technique is one of the broadly 
worthy strategies for assessing wind vitality. In this paper, the possibility of wind vitality in 
Bangladesh is investigated by Weibull conveyance technique. The information were gathered 
from Meteorological Department of Bangladesh situated in various territories of the nation. 
Three unique Weibull dissemination strategies were utilized to discover Weibull parameters 
which were confirmed utilizing distinctive generally satisfactory measurable devices. Relative 
rate mistake, chi-square blunder, examination of change and so forth are the effective 
measurable apparatuses to rank the technique which was utilized in this investigation. The 
investigation recognized the most prospects breezy site by applying effective least square 
technique with least blunder. 
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Introduction 

The vitality request is expanding step by step. This expanding request can be met by new and 
sustainable power sources which are considered as maintainable clean vitality sources to lead 
clean activity and manageable living. Wind vitality is one of the quickest developing 
sustainable power source by zero discharge. The world all out wind vitality creation limit was 
318,510 MW in 2013. Writings revealed that the limit and development of wind vitality has 
expanded each year yet the development rate every year has diminished and the most 
noteworthy development rate (64.3%) was found in 1999 and least in 2013[1]–[6]. Along 
these lines, the breeze vitality is an imminent segment all through the world which is for the 
most part utilized in two purposes in particular, power age and water siphoning. The 
utilization of wind vitality relies upon normal breeze speed and the variety of wind speed. A 
few different ways are accessible in the writing to locate the most imminent blustery 
destinations. For instance, two-parameter Weibull dispersion has been ordinarily utilized in 
numerous fields counting wind vitality evaluation, downpour fall, water level forecast and so 
forth. Diverse research gatherings have created various strategies to utilize Weibull 
dissemination for wind information examination. Racheal contemplated wind vitality age in 
the upper east area of Brazil by seven numerical techniques. Two key factors in Weibull 
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circulation is utilized to legitimize the potential and attributes of wind vitality. The conduct of 
wind speed is additionally essential to investigate on the grounds that breezy breeze or 
sporadic breeze isn't appropriate for establishment of wind turbine for power age. Wind shear 
is too significant parameter for wind information examination. After determination of 
planned blustery destinations, an appropriate breeze turbine configuration is required 
dependent on the chose site information. In this paper, three numerical strategies have been 
utilized for deciding the estimation of Weibull parameters. These parameters are very 
imperative to distinguish the qualities of wind and the capability of wind vitality]. This 
factual study includes distinguishing increasingly planned site just as the simplest and 
proficient approach to apply Weibull dissemination for wind vitality evaluation at any site on 
the planet. 

Methodology 

Weibull dispersion is one of the broadly utilized measurable techniques in wind information 
investigation. The Weibull shape factor (k) and scale factor (c) are the fundamental factors to 
express Weibull likelihood thickness work and aggregate circulation work[7]–[10]. These 
two parameters can decide the ideal 
execution of the breeze vitality 
change framework. Where, v is the breeze speed in m/s, k > 0 is the dimensionless shape 
parameter, and c > 0 is the scale parameter in m/s. There are a few strategies, for example, 
control thickness technique; least square strategy, most extreme probability strategy and so 
on are accessible in the writing to decide these two variables. 

 

 

Factual devices are utilized to discover the productivity of the techniques. It ascertains the 
mistake rate and the standard deviation from the down to earth estimated values. These three 
devices in particular, relative rate blunder, chi-square mistake and investigation of difference 
are utilized to confirm the precision of the outcomes[11]–[14].  

Results 

In this investigation, ten moment time arrangement wind speed information have been 
gathered by DL9210 anemometer from three breeze observing stations in Bangladesh. The 
information has been dealt with as per hourly, month to month and yearly mean breeze speed 
for the chose locales. Figure 1 demonstrates the month to month variety of wind speed in 
Sandwip is higher than Sandwip and Khagrachari. The greatest breeze speed (8.34 m/s) was 
found in April and least (2.28 m/s) in May of that site. In different destinations, wind speed 
fluctuates from 2 m/s to 4 m/s. Along these lines, Sandwip is progressively planned as for 
Mongla and Khagrachari yet more investigation is required on wind steam qualities. To get 
more data about the chose destinations, anybody can break down the breeze length bend. A 
run of the mill wind length bend is appeared in Figure 2. Each purpose of this bend 
demonstrates the quantity of hours in a year for which time either the comparing speed or 
higher speed happens. This bend indicates great capability of wind vitality in Sandwip as the 
breeze speed is higher than different locales for longer timeframe. Weibull appropriation can 
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give increasingly practical examination to findout the attributes of wind speed and its 
capability. 

Conclusions 

The capability of wind vitality in three forthcoming blustery destinations have been 
considered in this examination utilizing broadly utilized Weibull circulation method. The 
Weibull parameters, for example, shape factor and scale factor have been determined by three 
unique strategies, for example, control thickness technique, least square strategy and altered 
probability strategy. Relative level of mistake and chi-square blunder has been examined for 
every strategy and furthermore determined the effectiveness of these techniques. The 
outcomes found that Sandwip is the more planned locales contrasted with Mongla and 
Khagrachari. The outcomes have been confirmed by Weibull circulation procedure where 
Weibull shape factor is generally nearer to Rayleigh wave and scale factor is higher than 
different locales. The measurable examination additionally found the least square technique is 
increasingly proficient strategy with least blunder in the breeze information investigation. 
The examination introduced the best approach to apply Weibull appropriation for wind 
information investigation. 
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